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The trinity of government, military and publics has been drawn together into
immediate and unpredictable relationships in a "new media ecology" that has
ushered in new asymmetries in the waging of war and terror. To help us
understand these new relationships, Andrew Hoskins and Ben O'Loughlin here
provide a timely, comprehensive and highly readable survey of the field of war
and media.

War is diffused through a complex mesh of our everyday media. Paradoxically,
this both facilitates and contains the presence and power of enemies near and far.
The conventions of so-called traditional warfare have been splintered by the
availability and connectivity of the principal locus of war today: the electronic
and digital media. Hoskins and O'Loughlin identify and illuminate the conditions
of what they term "diffused war" and the new challenges it raises for the actors
who wage and counter warfare, for their agents and mechanisms of the new
media and for mass publics.

This book offers an invaluable review of the key literature and presents a fresh
approach to the understanding of the dynamic relationships between war and
media. It will be welcomed by a broad range of students taking courses on war
and media and related modules, especially in media, communication and cultural
studies, politics and international relations, sociology, journalism, and security
studies.
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The trinity of government, military and publics has been drawn together into immediate and unpredictable
relationships in a "new media ecology" that has ushered in new asymmetries in the waging of war and terror.
To help us understand these new relationships, Andrew Hoskins and Ben O'Loughlin here provide a timely,
comprehensive and highly readable survey of the field of war and media.

War is diffused through a complex mesh of our everyday media. Paradoxically, this both facilitates and
contains the presence and power of enemies near and far. The conventions of so-called traditional warfare
have been splintered by the availability and connectivity of the principal locus of war today: the electronic
and digital media. Hoskins and O'Loughlin identify and illuminate the conditions of what they term "diffused
war" and the new challenges it raises for the actors who wage and counter warfare, for their agents and
mechanisms of the new media and for mass publics.

This book offers an invaluable review of the key literature and presents a fresh approach to the understanding
of the dynamic relationships between war and media. It will be welcomed by a broad range of students
taking courses on war and media and related modules, especially in media, communication and cultural
studies, politics and international relations, sociology, journalism, and security studies.
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Editorial Review

Review
"By providing a thoroughgoing and meticulous study of one particular kind of reporting from a number of
perspectives, and by incorporating a variety of disciplinary insights, the book is able to revisit familiar topics
while moving us further into the digital age."
Radical Philosophy

"The most singular feature of Hoskins and O'Loughlin's' achievement in their comprehensive sweep of
scholarship in this multi-disciplinary field of war and media is its critical assessment of existing paradigms
and theories, and the development of new ones. The work represents an important and ground-breaking
milestone in the development of this relatively new specialism about one of the oldest and most important
spheres of human experience."
Joseph Oliver Boyd-Barrett, Bowling Green State University

"Whether we approach the field of contemporary war and communications through preferred optics of
'control', 'chaos' or perhaps 'complexity', this book challenges us all - and rightly so. It invites us to take
seriously how today's media ecology not only mediates contemporary wars, but becomes insinuated inside
the course and conduct of warfare itself."
Simon Cottle, Cardiff University

 

"In today's new environment of an apparent never-ending war on terror, governments put together their
media strategy with as much care as they construct their military one. This important book helps us
understand the fragile relationship between war and media and examine it with a fresh and informed eye."
Phillip Knightley, author of The First Casualty, a history of war correspondents and propaganda

From the Back Cover
The trinity of government, military and publics has been drawn together into immediate and unpredictable
relationships in a ‘new media ecology’ that has ushered in new asymmetries in the waging of war and terror.
To help us understand these new relationships, Andrew Hoskins and Ben O'Loughlin here provide a timely,
comprehensive and highly readable survey of the field of war and media.

War is diffused through a complex mesh of our everyday media. Paradoxically, this both facilitates and
contains the presence and power of enemies near and far. The conventions of so-called traditional warfare
have been splintered by the availability and connectivity of the principal locus of war today: the electronic
and digital media. Hoskins and O'Loughlin identify and illuminate the conditions of what they term ‘diffused
war’ and the new challenges it raises for the actors who wage and counter warfare, for their agents and
mechanisms of the new media and for mass publics.

This book offers an invaluable review of the key literature and presents a fresh approach to the understanding
of the dynamic relationships between war and media. It will be welcomed by a broad range of students
taking courses on war and media and related modules, especially in media, communication and cultural
studies, politics and international relations, sociology, journalism, and security studies.



About the Author
Andrew Hoskins is Professor of Cultural Studies at the University of Nottingham.
Ben O'Loughlin is Reader in International Relations at Royal Holloway, University of London.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Michael Madden:

The book War and Media can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why must
we leave a good thing like a book War and Media? Several of you have a different opinion about e-book. But
one aim which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try to closer together
with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you may share
all of these. Book War and Media has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive function for you.
You can search the enormous world by start and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Lanell Sessions:

This War and Media book is not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit
you receive by reading this book is actually information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get facts
which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. That War and Media without we
understand teach the one who reading it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don't be worry War and
Media can bring if you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' grow to be full because you can
have it inside your lovely laptop even telephone. This War and Media having fine arrangement in word in
addition to layout, so you will not feel uninterested in reading.

William McCown:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try factor that really opposite
from that. Just one activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love War and Media, it is possible to enjoy both.
It is fine combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout folks. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Faye Springer:

A lot of book has printed but it is unique. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is referred to as of book
War and Media. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it can add your knowledge
and make you actually happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about reserve. It can bring you
from one spot to other place.
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